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Executive summary 

 

This report is titled “InnORBIT’s web portal” and has been elaborated as a deliverable (D5.2) in the framework 

of the InnORBIT project, presenting the online dissemination channels of the project, as they were created 

within the first months of InnORBIT. 

InnORBIT project is a Coordination and Support Action, funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 

Research and Innovation programme. The main objective of InnORBIT is to empower innovation 

intermediaries (clusters, digital innovation hubs, SME associations, etc.) to set-up and run sustainable local 

initiatives for incentivising and supporting space innovation, assuming the role of space hubs within their 

innovation ecosystems. 

InnORBIT has established a wide variety of communication channels (official web portal, social media, etc.) in 

order to disseminate the project’s main objectives, activities, events, achievements and results. In this direction, 

the deliverable is organised in four main sections. It starts by introducing the current report and proceeds by 

describing the project’s web portal and key social media. Conclusions derived during the development of the 

deliverable complete this report.  
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1 Introduction 

 

The current report on the InnORBIT web portal has been elaborated within the framework of the InnORBIT 

project, which has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation 

programme under Grant Agreement No 101004212. 

InnORBIT is set on generating sustainable local initiatives that span across sectors to accelerate the growth 

of entrepreneurs, start-ups and scale-ups delivering solutions in support of the commercialisation of space. 

Innovation intermediaries (clusters, digital innovation hubs, associations, etc.) hold promising potential as 

agents for boosting space innovation by raising awareness, facilitating knowledge transfer, enabling networking 

among stakeholders as well as supporting access to funding and finance opportunities. InnORBIT’s aims to 

train and empower existing innovation intermediaries in Central Eastern and South Eastern Europe 

(where there is a lack of established space initiatives) to set-up and run sustainable local initiatives (such 

as incubators and accelerators) to drive space innovation in their ecosystems complementing the work of 

other existing actions and initiatives at EU level. Concise business plans for the project’s initiatives will be 

developed and at the same time their performance and impact will be monitored and evaluated to deliver 

replication guidelines and policy recommendations for better support frames. 

In this context, this report constitutes a detailed description of the InnORBIT web portal and presents the 

functionalities of the webpage together with the social media accounts that have been established for the needs 

of the project. The web portal along with the established social media channels of the project will be optimised 

and enhanced with essential dissemination material, which is expected to serve as a multiplier of the project’s 

main ambitions and objectives. With that in mind, the following table outlines the key online communication 

channels utilized in the framework of the InnORBIT project. 

 

Table 1: InnORBIT's  main communication channels  

Platform URL 

Web portal https://innorbit.eu 

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/InnORBITProjectH2020 

Twitter https://twitter.com/Innorbit_H2020 

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/innorbit-h2020/ 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTUMr3jlZn6fR1Bm7pCTK2Q 

 

All the above-mentioned online communication channels are expected to contribute greatly to the 

dissemination of the project results and outcomes. In this initial stage, the communication channels were 

selected in order to cover the majority of online social media and are expected to be active during the entire 

timeline of the project and after its completion. With that in mind, this report encompasses the following: 

• Chapter 1 states a brief description of InnORBIT’s online presence and introduces its web portal together 

with the social media accounts that have been assigned to the project. 

https://innorbit.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/InnORBITProjectH2020
https://twitter.com/Innorbit_H2020
https://www.linkedin.com/company/innorbit-h2020/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTUMr3jlZn6fR1Bm7pCTK2Q
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• Chapter 2 describes the web portal created to support all the necessary horizontal activities of the project. 

• Chapter 3 describes the online social media channels to be employed for efficient dissemination, 

awareness raising and communication. 

• Chapter 4 details the conclusions resulting from the development of the deliverable. 
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2 InnORBIT’s web portal 

 

The InnORBIT web portal is publicly available at https://innorbit.eu and it was designed during the early stages 

of the project, in order to support all the necessary horizontal activities of the project. It is designed also to 

accommodate the InnORBIT Digital Toolbox that is being developed in the frame of the portal. Its specifications 

are subject to elaboration in deliverable “D2.1 Specifications for InnORBIT Digital Toolbox”. 

The InnORBIT web portal is based on a common layout that is responsive and guarantees easy browsing 

through the site’s web pages. More specifically the layout is presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3 and consists of: 

• The Header section, which contains the project logo and its acronym, as well as the Main Navigation 

Menu, which facilitates the fast browsing between the different sections of the web portal. 

• The Main Content Area, the main part of every page, presenting the users’ information requested. 

• The Footer containing the social media links, direct links to various points of the website (including the 

About, Services, Newsletter, Contact, Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy sections), a subscription form 

for the project’s newsletter, as well as the information about the project’s funding by the European 

Union’s Horizon 2020 framework. 

 

Figure 1: InnORBIT Web portal layout (Header) 

 

 

https://innorbit.eu/
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Figure 2: InnORBIT Web portal layout (Main Content Area)  
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Figure 3: InnORBIT Web portal layout (Footer) 

 

 

The content and structure of the InnORBIT web portal was organized and designed to showcase the project, 

in terms of goals, background, services, as well as the presentation of news related to InnORBIT’s work. Site 

visits, statistics and other information on visitor’s views (e.g., number of pages per visit, time on site, most 

viewed pages, etc.) will be measured using Google Analytics. The following list presents the main sections of 

the portal, which are further analysed in the following subsections: 

• Home: The homepage holds a header menu as well as presents a slideshow, the project’s aim, the 

project’s services as well as the benefits offered to SMEs and innovation intermediaries, the latest 

project news and events and a feed of InnORBIT’s latest tweets. The main purpose of this page is to 

summarize the project’s value propositions and its current state in a glance. 

• About: This section aims to present briefly all the important information related to the project. More 

specifically, the subsections are presented below. 

o Project and Objectives: This section presents InnORBIT as well as the main objectives that 

will define the outcomes of the project. 

o Concept: This section presents InnORBIT’s overall concept in a nutshell and key 

implementation stages of the project. 

o Partners: The purpose of this section is to present information about the partners of 

InnORBIT’s consortium. 

o Advisory Board: This section provides visibility to the members of InnORBIT’s Advisory 

Board. This section will be updated based on recent updates in the synthesis of the Advisory 

Board. 

• Services: This submenu presents information about InnORBIT’s key services, namely the capacity 

building programme for innovation intermediaries and the business support programme for start-ups, 

scale-ups and entrepreneurs. 
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• News: This submenu aims to serve as the main gateway to the project’s news as well as give access 

to InnORBIT’s newsletter. 

o News: This page contains a list of news related to the project, with a view to sharing 

experiences and achievements between the partners and the community of web portal users. 

o Newsletter: In this section, web portal visitors can see all the project newsletters as well as 

subscribe to the project’s newsletter in order to receive future editions through mail when they 

are available. The project’s newsletter is distributed using the Mailchimp tool1, as explained in 

“D5.1 Dissemination, Awareness Raising and Communication Plan – First version”. 

• Events: This submenu provides information to the web portal users about project and project-related 

events, including but not limited to the scope, agenda, date, and venue of the event. 

• Resources: This submenu is set on giving access to the project’s public deliverables and 

dissemination material. 

o Dissemination material: This section provides a list of the promotional material (project logo, 

leaflet, poster, infographic etc.) developed for the communication and dissemination of the 

project together with download links for each one upon their release. 

o Public Deliverables: This section provides a list of public deliverables of the project, together 

with download links for each one after their successful completion. 

• Contact: This submenu offers the possibility to the web portal users to contact the project partners. In 

this section, web portal visitors are able to communicate either with the project’s consortium by filling 

out their comment/query in a dedicated form or directly with the Project Coordinator. 

• InnORBIT Digital Toolbox: This section is designed, under the frame of WP2, to support the facilitation 

of the project initiatives and the delivery of the capacity building and business support services 

(registration and profiling tool, e-learning tool and forum). This section is currently under development. 

  

 

1 To find out more about the Mailchimp tool, please visit: https://mailchimp.com 

https://mailchimp.com/
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Figure 4: The "Project  and Objectives" web page 

 

 

Figure 5: The "Concept" web page 
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Figure 6: The "Partners" web page 
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Figure 7: The "Advisory Board" web page 
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Figure 8: The "Services" web page 

 

 

 

Figure 9: The "News" web page (all  news)  
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Figure 10: The "News" web page (specific news item) 

 

 

Figure 11: The "Newsletter" web page 

 

 

Figure 12: The "Events" web page (al l events) 
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Figure 13: The "Events" web page (specific events i tem)  

 

 

Figure 14: The "Resources" web page 

 

 

Figure 15: The "Contact" web page 
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Users are able to access the web portal’s Privacy Policy and Cookies Policy by clicking the respective links in 

the footer of the web portal. 

 

Figure 16: The "Privacy Pol icy" web page 

 

 

 

Figure 17: The "Cookie Pol icy" web page 
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The website’s Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy are elaborated in line with the provisions of the project’s 

Data Management Plan, which elaborates the framework employed for the management of data collected, 

produced and processed in the context of InnORBIT’s activities, including the operation of its website. For 

more detailed information, see “D6.2 Data Management Plan – First version”. 
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3 InnORBIT’s presence on social media 

 

Based on the social networking trends, the presence of the project on major social networks and content 

platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn have been delivered at an early stage of the project. An 

account in YouTube has also been created well before the creation and promotion of the project’s videos. To 

enhance the interlinkage of the web portal with the project’s social media accounts, there are short links to all 

project social media channels in the InnORBIT web portal. 

 

Figure 18: Social  media links on InnORBIT's  web portal  

 

 

A quick overview of the main social media channels (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn) that have been 

created for disseminating the project results is presented below. 

 

Figure 19: InnORBIT's Facebook account  
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Figure 20: InnORBIT's Twitter  account  

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: InnORBIT's YouTube channel  
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Figure 22: InnORBIT's LinkedIn account  
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4 Conclusions 

 

This report has presented the online presence of InnORBIT, emphasizing on its web portal and social media 

accounts as part of a multi-dimensional dissemination, awareness raising and communication approach that 

will address all relevant target groups and raise public awareness about the solutions to be created, developed 

and demonstrated in the framework of InnORBIT, with a view to paving the way for their successful rollout and 

uptake beyond the end of the project. 

 


